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 But by facing each brand-new struggle with determination, grace, and courage, they ultimately emerge
right into a dynamic of better transparency, mutual support, and teachable moments for all. As they all
commence to navigate this murky battleground, the long-buried issues that possess divided their family
members for years?alcoholism, infidelity, opposing politics?rear up and demand to become addressed head-on.
Honest and humorous, graceful and grumbling, While They’re Still This is a poignant story about a family
members that waves the white flag and starts to heal older wounds as they guide one another through
probably the most vulnerable chapter of their lives.After a lifetime of strained bonds with her aging
parents, Patricia Williams finds herself in the unexpected position to be their caregiver and neighbor.
Williams answers the call of duty with trepidation at first, confronting the lines between program and
servant, guardian and warden, while her parents alternately resist her help and wear her out.
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and love. The writing is nothing lacking excellent and makes what is actually a depressing subject a page
turner as the caregiver faces a myriad issues to ensure the best possible living situations she can offer or
arrange for her loved ones... This book is filled up with heart, humor, honesty, hope, and love. A couple of
things about me that you might or may not know: I moved from a suburb of Cleveland, Ohio to Sarasota
County, Florida in 2000. The daughter/author’s enlightening and delightful discoveries are yours as well as
you are invited in to the intimacy of their globe.! She's the foresight to find that she will not only take
action altruistic for individuals who raised her, but she can make an effort to become familiar with them,
really know them, and savor this time as something special that she under no circumstances knew she
would get. It is certainly an incredible story that will draw you in and make you laugh, maybe shed a few
tears, and leave you wanting even more. This book is a primer if you are caring for or will care for
themselves during illness or old age, and it is a reserve for everybody. Williams' memoir of looking after her
parents for over a decade, and through several movements, is quite poignant. Ms. Williams skillfully weaves
that past, which was fraught with difficulty as well as love, with the present. You don’t get lost or
puzzled, you just see the relevance and the wonder. Williams' account, both of her internal dialogue and
debate, along with the demands of looking after the folks, while helping them preserve their dignity and to
choose. "While They're Still Here" gives us an unflinching emotional and brutally honest accounts of the

author's helplessness and irritation at watching her loved ones become shells of their previous selves.
Williams is usually a masterful storyteller. I felt like I was curled through to the sofa Having been my
parents' caregiver and "girl Fri" within their last years, I could fully relate to Ms. These people, who are
real, feel like they’re true. Touching and poignant, I experienced like I was curled up on the sofa, hearing
an excellent storyteller weave her spell of lore. I tried to read slowly, to take pleasure from every scrap,
but discovered myself flying along to another paragraph, web page, chapter, and relishing every bite. Her
honesty in the face of overwhelming medical problems, physical and mental brought this story alive. The
parents then relocated to a Sarasota County, Florida residence - specifically, the City of Englewood. Wow,
what talent! I can’t believe that is a new writer .The author has had an on again off again relationship
with both her mom and dad through the years and in her new position, its time and energy to put her
feelings aside, that you can imagine is almost bigger compared to the task accessible – cleaning up their
residence, sourcing medical records, taking them to and from doctor’s appointments, all while being
cognizant of their feelings during this upheaval, and determining where in fact the best place is for them
to live. What began as notes to her brother turned into paragraphs, and ultimately While They're Still Right
here, a book that becomes sort of tribute to older people couple. I am a mystery reader so this book was
a departure for me personally. However, it was just as much of a page turner as any mystery I’ve
examine. I ended up completing it through the majority of one evening because I just couldn’t place it
down. So many lessons to take away from this trip. I am also not really a big fan of sad stories and I was
confident I understood how it would end.. Her excellent writing was a pleasure to learn. Here is something
it is possible to gleam through the author’s experience. Just do it, appreciate the feast!. I came across it
compelling, funny, heartfelt and honest. sometimes painful, emotional and physical treatment of her aging
and ... Patricia Williams’ memoir Even though THEY’RE STILL HERE is an unexpected offering. A gift to
readers who have never contemplated this street ahead. I sometimes skim over words but found myself
slowing down to take pleasure from her craft. The reserve may be the tale of Williams’ long, sometimes
painful, psychological and physical caution of her maturing and unwell parents, as she turns into their
caretaker. That is no easy task. Then, when my mom read the publication, she delivered me her review, and

apparently I never published that either. She is known as to them in Florida, where they are not taking
care of themselves, nor have they been for quite a while. You are rooting on her behalf and her much loved
parents until the inevitable end.Williams’ is certainly in a distinctive position.!I commend her not merely for
what she could do, but for the sacrifices that she made, the kindness and patience that she showed, and



the extreme work that she put in to the relationships with her parents. I could only assume that she gave
two different people better lives in the end, and prolonged their lives, which is probably about probably the
most rewarding accomplishment. We ought to all be therefore lucky. What a terrific reserve. Williams'
memoir of caring for her parents .. Trish’s humor and storytelling capability kept the ideal combination of
joy, hope, sadness and determination. What a terrific publication. It connects us to a time of the American
ideal when reference to family members and community was an integral part of existence. I enjoyed
reading her parents' personal stories. An excellent read about one wo,an's experience looking after her
elderly parents. She would often end her active days by writing about her encounters and commented that
the writing was therapeutic.... I received this book as part of a BookSparks Memoir Publication Tour this
past year.As I browse the titles, she had me read the back of the reserve to her to see if there have
been any she might be interested in reading and reviewing for all of us. Williams can be an early retiree
from an occupation she adored, as a dental care hygienist, living a fulfilling existence with her partner
across the country from her parents.S. I can’t believe this is a new writer – she captures each character
distinctly and consistently, with dialog that flows realistically!  .  You will love this exquisitely written book
While They’re Still Here is filled with heartwarming love for aging parents whose hidden life-stories and
engaging personalities gradually come into view beneath the devoted treatment their daughter provides

because they decline.  I currently reside in Sarasota County myself.  Kind of coincidental there, huh? Back
to the book at hand..... When her publication, “While They’re Still Here”, was finished and I received a
duplicate, it was a wonderful gift to learn more about Trish’s internal thoughts, worries and challenges as
she produced her way through the maze of decisions and emergencies.   I thought I experienced posted
my review before sending the book to my mom to learn, but as I was clearing up paperwork this weekend,
I noticed I never submitted my review." Touching similar styles in my own novel, "Factors Unsaid", the
memoir "While They're Still Here" tackles the remorse, sadness, and sense of reduction in a non-fictional
format. As I tearfully end the last few chapters, I am struck with the many powerful messages this book
delivers. I’m sure every reader will see their personal, but, for me, this is a reminder to cherish enough
time with my mother, and also the memories I’m creating with my own girl. Oh how I wish I could sit at
that grand dining area table and also have a cup of coffee with Marg and Tom! And how proud they might
become of such a touching tribute! What a terrific, heartwarming book! "While They're Still Right
here"--Foreshadowing the Future While They're Still Here--Patricia Williams To untangle the difficulties of
becoming the parent to an aging mother or father is the zeitgeist of our period as seniors. Younger
generations need to embark on a painful journey requiring great courage and honesty. In "While They're
Still Right here" Patricia Williams discusses the eventual incapacitation of both her elderly parents, making
plans for the end of life, as she is imagines what might be in store on her behalf:"When I tiptoed into the
home, the boiled-cabbage fumes of later years foreshadowed my future. So many things to love concerning
this reserve! They’re relateable, and Ms. Held by the effective tug of family obligations developing up in a
restrained fifties' childhood, the author copes with past family members dysfunction:-- "a landmark divide
inside our mother-daughter relationship" . IBPA Ben Franklin Award finalist Based on the National Alliance
for Caregiving, more than 21% of the U. Since my mom's had been typed up, I thought I'd simply hit "post"
and talk about about While They're Still Right here by Patricia Williams with all of you. Her writing style is
gentle and readable, a beautiful blend of sweet memories, problems and lessons that everyone who has
elders within their life will find enlightening and ideal for their own journey. Author Patricia Williams was
amazed to get herself in this example when she became a full-time caregiver for both her parents in 2003.

A retired oral hygienist, Patricia acquired a strained relationship with them, challenging by alcoholism and
infidelity. Therefore, it was with grace, acceptance, and a small amount of humor that Patricia uproots her
parents and moves them closer to her, fully looking to state good-bye within a few months. Instead, this
delightful reserve chronicles another ten years as the author not only serves as caregiver on her behalf



parents, but discovers a rich family history that goes a long ways towards explaining their psychological
wounds. Compelling, funny, heartfelt, honest and a joy to learn. This poignant memoir is an excellent
exemplory case of a caregiving knowledge, in that it doesn't shy away from the difficult truths. Five Stars
This was a delightful memoir and left me with too much to think about. Regardless of the issues inherent in
her upbringing, the writer remained respectful of her parents at all times. For all who have elders in their
lives..In this tale, the parents moved from a distant suburb of Cleveland - namely, Elyria. I have known
Trish for almost 30 years. I was luckily enough to become around, and to sometimes participate, during
some of the period when she was providing so much support for her parents. I was continuously in awe of
the persistence and compassion she showered them with. As the story is a must read for anyone who is
trying to care for an aging parent, the memoir speaks to redemption and like under any
circumstances..knowing how stressful it must have been. Patricia Williams did an excellent job of taking care
of her parents. This journaling clearly brought her much pleasure. I received a container full of memoirs and
was speaking with my mom on the telephone as I opened the box. And it was something special to reminisce
about occasions that I got forgotten. population offers look after an aging family member.
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